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About This Content

This DLC contains The Greatest Inventions quest.
Your Goal: To re-discover the top 10 most significant inventions of each decade of the 20th century.
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Let me start by saying i supported the game on Greenlight and i have to admit that the final product is disappointing.Aside from
the nonexistent gameplay and boring characters the game suffers from multitude of issues like sounds,crashing and bugged mini
games.
One of the few games i requested a refund avoid it and don't let the pretty shining graphics fool you.. The best part of the game
is Neil Gaiman's narration at the very start. The game itself, sorry to say, is rather boring.. Bought this on sale because it looked
fun. I have seventeen minutes of playtime showing - that's how long it took me to read the privacy agreement and EULA. It
doesn't reflect actual playtime. If you want to even see the main screen, you have to agree to let them collect a bunch of data
about you. If you make an account, they have a bunch of data they collect about you. Guess what you have to do to specify that
you don't want them to collect your data? That's right, make an account.

Meanwhile, while sitting at what very much ought to be idle, the game's consuming two full cores worth of my Skylake Xeon.

So, I got a refund. I get that selling data is a lucrative side-business for them, but I have no desire to participate.. Got this game
for Less then $3.00 So I was not expecting much, it's an old game. But when I played it I was expecting more. The aiming is just
the worst thing i have ever used, then I turned down the sensitivity then it became a little more bearable. but i powered throught
the whole game. but the story to short and not worth the time to try to get the aiming down.
STAY AWAY FAR AWAY!!!!!!!!!!. Love the first looks of this alpha.. (31 July
UPDATE / July 31 hei.0.018.alpha)
If you are looking for a finished game then you better wait until the game reaches that stage.

For exosyphen studios fans... Robert made an awesome framework again! :-) Really wonder how this game will be at the end. So
far looking good!. its like subnautica in space but kinda gay. It took me 2 to 3 houres to play on medium difficulty and it was
fun. Steam says it took me 3.5 houres, but I was writing a lot in the forum meanwhile. The puzzles are sometimes very easy and
sometimes difficult or tricky but still logical and solvable.

Difficulty: 7\/10
Graphics: 7\/10
Story: 9\/10
Controls: 9\/10
Houres to play: 6\/10
Logic: 9\/10
Open ending for a sequel: 7\/10
Sound: 6\/10
Fun: 7\/10

Overall: 7\/10. What is there to say about CoC:DCotE that hasn't already been said?

I bought this game fresh off of reading the collected works of H.P. Lovecraft and wanting more. Despite the negative reviews
(the overwhelming negative reviews), I bought it. And damn, if those reviews weren't all correct and more.

Let's go over the cons first, as they're easier:

Cons:

Graphics: Can't be too mean here, it was 2006. But the game is always dark and muddled, and while I get that that's a stylistic
choice, I had a hard time distinguishing one dark, amorphous blob of background of scenery from the next. The areas of the
game are varied in terms of location, but the game could be in black and white and I doubt anyone would notice.

Difficulty: I've played a lot of games in my time, and you know what I have found to be good elements of difficulty in
FPS\/adventure games? Smart enemies. A range of weapons and strategies to use. An useful and rewarding stealth system.
Puzzles and bosses that are tough but intuitive.

CoC fails on all of these. The AI is astonishingly dumb, meaning that as long as you have guns you'll never struggle with them.
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The guns are fun to use and there are a fair number of them, but the game keeps taking them away from you: at least a third of
the time after you get weapons you're running around without them! I get the idea of survival horror, avoiding enemies without
fighting back: but when the stealth system makes you either move so god damn slow moss could grow on your balls or so fast
that there's no point in even using it, you're better off switching to run-and-gun, or a better game (Dishonored). And the puzzles?
My god. They range from the simplest take-this, put-here to being so cryptic and unnecessarily dumb you need to look up what
the hell you're supposed to do. And of course there's the ship boss fight, and that mounted gun... I'm not even going to go into
detail about how badly this game needs a patch ALREADY ON IT.

Story: Not awful, but destroyed by the terrible combat, stealth, and voice acting. If I wanted to be read the script of a play, I'd go
to my local community college.

Bugs: The real failure of this game. In the first hour I had to look up how to get past a game breaking bug that required me to
jump through a door to avoid freezing and crashing the game. The reef shooting stage is near impossible without pulling all your
eyebrows out with a pair of tweezers. And the last timed run was ACTUALLY impossible without changing my resolution,
because your movement is tied to your resolution... you heard that right. What. The.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Pros:
Combat can be fun, rewards head shots and you'll never run out of ammo.

Atmosphere: A bit reminiscent of Lovecraft's written works, but not as spooky.

Length: Didn't take too long to beat, less than 9-10 hours assuming the puzzles trip you up for much longer than they should.

Overall: Don't buy this unless it's on a ridiculously low sale. I paid less than $2 and it was maaaaaaybe worth it. If you can look
at all those cons and say "Yes, please, give me all that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665" then maybe this game is for
you. Otherwise, swim away.
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It Is so pretty but it could use a bit of some optimization. I take off from here almost every flight but I lose a solid 5-10fps. It is
a fun busy Airport with lot's of traffic and a bustling urban city highway system.. Super amazing and addictive multiplayer
game. It's one of the most, if not THE most polished Early Access game I've ever played. Well done, Topstitch!. allright
reserved.. Beyond Distortions is extra content for anyone who appreciate the progress of Distortions game development.
It includes video documentary, concept art, fanart, completed in-game journal, and making of contents.
Very warm-hearted DLC for supporting indie studio. I have the requirements installed and meet the hardware prerequisites, but
it keeps crashing when I start the game. Looked cool but I'll never know buying a dud.. Unworking piece of trash.

The game plain doesn't work, it's still not initializing after 5 minutes, then I see my cursor ( lagging like hell ) then nothing. Has
to kill it with the task manager and it generate over twenty error report fo windows.
At the start the game even ask for special access to the firewall.

Avoid this thing at all cost.. That music is awful. Sounds like screeching metal on metal. Otherwise it's what you would mostly
expect from a Sakura VN.. 

For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.
the title and the screenshots speak for themselves: you have to create loops of different colors by switching pieces
around. later on you get fixed but rotatable pieces and later still more fixed ones that you can change the color of. there
are 100 regular levels and a level generator for nearly endless fun if you so desire.

I found the difficulty of the 100 levels just right, not too easy but not tear-out-my-hair difficult, you can figure them out
eventually, though puzzle progress is not saved if you leave a level. you can do them in any order though, all of them are
unlocked from the get-go.

the music's ok too but I thought the sound effects were a bit annoying. adding ambient rain sounds to the background
was a neat idea though and there are separate volume sliders for all three. the only technical shortcoming on windows is
that saves are stored in the registry instead of a separate file.

loop is a simple but cool idea very well executed, it's highly recommended for puzzle fans.. Not a bad game but I think I
just expected a little bit more. Hopefully they can add to this game because after those jump scares, it has a lot of
potential. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tMrhcyoot4I. Great game. Its not too easy or too hard.
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